My Roadway to Becoming a Community Psychologist
My first exposure to social justice issues began as a young girl growing up in a family of 12 children in Bogota, Colombia. My parents, very mindful of the challenges of raising 12 healthy-minded kids, were chary about making every one of us feel valued and loved. My mother’s usual practice of running errands on Saturday mornings involved taking turns bringing two or three kids along for the trip, as we all thought it was a fun thing to do—we just had to wait for our turn to come along. From those regular errands, my mother would bring back with her two large Chilean green apples—deemed to be special, expensive, and best the in town at the time—and painstakingly cut 12 equal pieces from both. There was no way we could argue that one sibling got a piece larger than the other one. But more important lessons were common.

Growing up in a middle-class neighborhood in Bogota, we were easily exposed to street children begging for food. A large pot of beef soup or chicken stew was often cooking on the stove which was easily augmented by adding chicken broth, water, and cilantro according to the demands of the crowd to be fed on a particular day. Once we were done with our meal, my parents would gather all the remaining food and call on the street children, have them come inside the garage of my house and feed them. Many street children left my house with a full belly and often with hand-me-down clothes and toys. Soon, our middle-class neighbors complained about my parents’ practice of attracting street children to the neighborhood by feeding them. The complaint came in the form of a visit from a delegation of three neighbors and then a letter signed by several neighbors. As a response and a lesson on social justice, my parents asked our regular street visitors to bring their friends for a nice meal. Thereafter, instead of 6-8 kids we were easily feeding 15 to 20. The garage of my house became a classroom and a cafeteria for street children. After that, our neighbors stopped complaining, hoping that the number of guest would suddenly decline. At one point my parents connected with an orphanage in Bogota that was able to accommodate only a few of the street children. A government response to the plight of street children doesn’t come easy in resource-limited countries.

Many such lessons on social justice continued throughout my growing up. My family had a farm in the mountains near Bogota. A small peasant village nearby had built a new 3-classroom school facility up in the mountains and for a few months the new school remained empty because of the lack of teachers and the village negligence in searching and hiring the teachers. My parents trained my older siblings and me to teach children how to read and write, tailoring the task to the needs of each particular child—neither of them were school teachers, other than assisting their 12 kids with daily homework. Soon we became the voluntary school teachers on Saturday and Sunday mornings. My
mother was the principal and head teacher, my father assisted with feeding the kids and organizing the school facility, and my siblings and I the teachers ranging in ages from 13 to 18 years old. I was the youngest and that was my first experience as a teacher. Within a few months, we organized a march with the local families to the village hall to advocate for the hiring of a regular professional teacher. After much advocating, the rural community hired its first teacher. Afterwards, my older brother rallied his siblings at marches in the city to protest against human rights and workers’ rights abuses.

These early experiences instilled a passion for community psychology as a field. My dream then was to abolish poverty in children. I had visualized that all children would be able to live in a loving family like mine. Soon I realized how idealistic I was and the complexity of the social problems I cared about. My commitment to social justice and diversity issues was strengthened while pursuing my doctorate degree with my mentor Steve Fawcett at the University of Kansas. Steve, a visionary who embodies the essence of community research and action, instilled in us (Fabricio, my husband, and me) the skills and knowledge needed to become agents of change.

Community psychology is about transforming communities and promoting social justice. Yet that transformation starts with us. During the last 20 years I have been studying the health disparities experienced by people with disabilities here in Chicago, in particular among Latinos. I have been transformed by the narratives and stories of discrimination and lack of access to opportunities to live healthy and engaging lives experienced by many hard-working Latino families. But I have also learned about their persistent efforts to provide their families with the best they can. As I listen to these community members, I hear stories of despair and resilience. A Latino mother shared her story of how her two kids with autism were denied the opportunity to continue a swimming class—they both were enjoying it tremendously—at a local parks and recreation facility. The coach did not know how to handle them and thought the other kids would feel uncomfortable swimming along her children. Other families have told us about their struggles in obtaining needed services that they had been denied because there is no bilingual staff or there are not interpreters available on site. We have helped these families address their challenges and take specific actions to promote their health, participation in the community, and overall well-being. We recently pilot tested and are in the process of disseminating a health promotion intervention—in collaboration with Latino families with youth and young adults with disabilities along with the staff from a local community agency and community leaders. Together, we also developed a family navigator filled with strategies, suggested by families, to empower families of children with disabilities to navigate their environments to promote health.

At a national broader level, I was involved on a project that sought to develop guidelines and recommendations on disability inclusion for health promotion and obesity prevention. We are also empowering community agencies that serve families of color on how to evaluate the impact of their programs and focus on goals that matter to people with disabilities by providing culturally relevant services.

Community psychology is about promoting social justice, addressing disparities (participation, health, and well-being) and promoting equity.
Given the current political environment, the horrific demonstrations of hate expressed by white supremacist groups at Charlottesville, Virginia and the recent government decision to end DACA, we as community psychologists need to engage in action and come together to address these issues. We know that the road ahead is a bumpy one and full of challenges. Yet, I am convinced that we do have what it takes to collaborate with marginalized communities and support them in their transformation. Community psychology is a powerful field, yet not many people know about it outside of our close-knit community of SCRA members.

Moving forward, as President I support the strategic priorities articulated by a working group of SCRA members. I also want to become involved in not only the issues that align with the priorities, but also other issues that matter to many of us, including supporting the diversity of our membership and support young professionals to become the next generation of community psychologists and agents of change. We need to strengthen our focus on diversity, including increasing the membership and engagement in SCRA of diverse students, practitioners and faculty, fostering their professional development, emphasizing diversity within our priorities, recognizing the distinct value that diversity brings to our endeavors and the power of diversity in SCRA. I would like to bring a strong representation of diverse voices to the forefront, increase the number of diverse individuals in committees and councils; increase our visibility as a powerful field; and connect with our members, to listen, and act upon their recommendations.

I would like to reestablish a mentoring program for early career and junior faculty, with particular emphasis on professionals of color, women, and junior professionals. I am also committed to establishing strong lines of communication with our membership and strengthening our visibility and our collaborations with similar professional organizations.

I have been a faculty member in a college of applied health sciences for the last 15 years working closely with researchers and practitioners in disability studies, occupational therapy, nutrition, and public health and have appreciated the fact that we share the same values of social justice, promoting equity and diversity. We all trust that we can be agents of transformation and support our communities in the process of
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Greetings!

As we transition out of our roles we want to thank everyone that has contributed to the growth and development of *The Community Psychologist* during the past two years. We are looking forward to continuing to serve SCRA in various ways, and wish Susan Wolfe and Dominique Thomas all the best in their roles as Editor and Associate Editor.

Dan and Tiffany

---

**Community Psychology Practice Council**

**Olya Glantsman**

**& Nicole Freund**

**Re-Centering and Re-Engaging, a Member-Centric Approach**

As community psychologists, we don’t need to be told about the benefits of being a part of a supportive community. We also know that much more can be accomplished when you have a cohesive, collaborative group.

Furthermore, all of us, at one point or another, have joined a new group and we understand the anxiety that can come with it. Keeping this in mind, for the past year, the Practice Council has decided to reevaluate its member-centeredness and truly focus on member support and benefits. The first initiative zeroed in on new members and involved creating a Welcoming and Recruitment Group, which works on helping recruit new members and providing support to those who join. The second initiative expanded to include both recruitment and retention of members by focusing on benefits of being a part of the Practice Council.

**i. Welcoming and Recruitment (W&R) Group**

It can be intimidating to join a group of professionals, especially if you are just starting in the field. After an annual January planning call, the leadership team for the Practice Council learned that for many members, joining the calls and participating in activities could feel overwhelming. To help new members feel welcomed and to address some of the anxiety that these new members might feel, the W&R is set up to function as a kind of onboarder, a welcome wagon that eases members into the hustle and bustle of the group. Another W&R initiative is the mentoring program. The role of the mentor is to assist and answer the new member’s questions, related to the practice council (the dynamics, the subgroups, previous work), and to introduce the member to the big group. This also allows the more senior members of the council to give back and connect to the newcomers. This month, the group is set to begin recruiting the mentors.

**ii. SCRA Biennial 2017 Business Meeting**

Going into the business meeting at the Biennial 2017, CPPC was ready, if need be, to make major changes to how the group operates and, especially, to the monthly calls. The meeting focused on four questions:

- What works?
- What could work better?
- What do members need?
- What do monthly calls do/not do for the members?

To address the issue of the length of the call and the availability of time to join the call, a decision was made to move all internal business to monthly leadership meeting with a brief update on the monthly call. This will allow those who are not able to come to the monthly calls to join a group/initiative of interest and meet with those members at a date/time that works for everyone. This will also allow those who use their lunchtime to join the call, to return to work within an hour. Additionally, major changes were proposed to the call format, which would rotate between two themes: 1) Connecting with others and showcasing practice work and 2) Professional Development.

**Connecting with others and showcasing practice work**

Beginning September, every other call is set to start with a guest from a SCRA Interest Group, Committee, or a representative of a local community. The guests will be asked to tell the group about their work, including actions...
plans for the future and possible challenges. The rest of the call will be dedicated to exploring what we could do together. Possible groups to invite were mentioned during the meetings and included Mental Health and other Interest Groups, the Policy Committee, COE, Early Career group, etc.

**Professional Development**

Professional development calls are brief educational sessions 30-45 minutes in length designed to provide professional development/educational opportunities. August's call was lead by Ashley Simon-Rudolf, SCRA's Outreach Communications Specialist. Based on her extensive experience with the media, Ashley provided members with insights and materials that offered tips on engaging the media and how media can be used more effectively in practice-related work. Possible guest speakers and workshops include: Tearless Logic Model - Greg Meissen, Asset mapping – DePaul's ABCD Institute, and others. The leadership team is also working on consolidating and minimizing the amount of information that is sent to the group so as not to overwhelm the membership. We are also working on creating the formatting that will help the members distinguish which materials come from the Practice Council as well as highlight any information that needs immediate attention or has a deadline.

**Member Engagement**

Engaging members is an ongoing initiative that asks us to reflect on what we are doing, what we can do, and what members gain from being engaged. Two subsets of this engagement include encouraging student engagement specifically as well as other kinds of engagement.

**Student Engagement**

Many of those who are currently in leadership positions or have served in leadership positions joined the Practice Council as students. One way that we have discussed boosting SCRA and Practice Council memberships is for community psychology faculty to encourage students to join the calls and read the work of practitioners and other community psychologists. Additionally, encouraging students to participate in peer consultation calls could provide new insights for all participants and engage students in the practice of CP early in their education. Regional coordinators may also serve as an outreach to help students understand the value of joining. SCRA is somewhat unique in its openness and accessibility for those relatively new to CP to communicate and interact with experts in the field in a collegial atmosphere that is less intimidating than in many other organizations.

**Other Engagement**

Other opportunities for engagement that are being explored really focus on how the Practice Council can continue to give back to communities and to give back to its members. The Practice Council is actively working with the Executive Committee on professional development opportunities that will serve to provide benefits to members in a new way. Also, offering community organizations or SCRA members who are working in the community the opportunity to share their practice work on monthly calls may include new ways to get involved in an initiative or ongoing project.

**Looking Forward**

The Practice Council would like to see the future as a way for those who want to work in communities or are already doing so to gain more of the knowledge, network, and resources to make a positive difference. This means being open to change, feedback, and the needs of practitioners as they change and as the context surrounds all community psychology work evolves. We invite you to the conversation and look forward to more ideas as we move into 2018 and beyond.
Committee on Cultural, Ethnic and Racial Affairs (CERA)

Geraldine (Geri) Palmer, Chair
gpalmer@adler.edu

Jesica Siham Fernandez, Chair-Elect
jsfernandez@scu.edu

Community Psychologists Engaging in Racial & Social Justice:
Highlighting the Scholarship of CERA’s Mini-Grant Awardees

The Committee on Cultural, Ethnic & Racial Affairs (CERA) is committed to promoting the scholarship and contributions of community psychologists and allied professionals whose work centers on racial justice. Community psychology has long been committed to values of social justice, including addressing issues of cultural, ethnic and racial diversity. Within CERA, racial justice is a priority, and as a committee we seek to support the scholarship and projects of students, early career professionals, faculty, practitioners and allied professionals whose work engages with the issues of racial and social justice, specifically working toward equitable access to opportunities and institutional power, as well as, making visible the experiences, and voices heard, of ethnically, racially and culturally diverse communities.

In 2016-2017, CERA awarded five Racial & Social Justice Mini-Grants. Each of these community-based research projects and collaborations were selected on the merits of work, specifically their contributions to advancing racial justice and supporting the work of community psychologists who are engaged with racial, ethnic and cultural diversity, personally, and professionally. In this iteration of The Community Psychologist, CERA presents the work of three awardees, whose scholarship aligns with the expressed core values of community psychology, namely, social justice, empowerment, citizen participation and respect for human diversity. These grantees increased the visibility of, and opened the door for voices to be heard of communities of color and other institutionally marginalized or underrepresented groups. These groups included Black/African American students at a four-year university, Muslim women educators, racially and ethnically diverse youth at a boy’s detention facility. All of these projects focused on to centering the experiences and realities, as well as agency and dignity of communities and social groups who are navigating and resisting systems of oppression across various settings. We encourage community psychologists and others to consider how the work of these grantees seeks to address “White privilege” and other intersecting systems of power. We share these projects, to motivate, inspire and ground our work in commitment for social and racial justice.

Mapping our Formal and Informal Resources: Addressing Black Student Concerns at the University of Miami

Elizabeth McInerney (PhD student), Ivann Anderson (student), Natalie Kivell (PhD candidate), Kacey James (student), Susie Paterson (PhD student), Laura Kohn-Wood PhD, Scott Evans PhD
University of Miami

The Engagement Power and Social Action (EPSA) Research Team received a CERA Mini-Grant to work with members of the Standing Committee on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI), specifically Black Students’ Concerns (BSC), to complete a mapping project of formal resources across UM doing work related to Black students concerns. The project had two goals: (1) to understand the current state of communication among organizations addressing Black students’ concerns at UM, and (2) to use this information to help DEI and BSC form stronger partnerships in order to foster social action geared toward racial justice at UM.

Out of the 35 identified organizations, 22 successfully completed interviews, 2 were no longer in existence, 1 declined participation, and 10 did not respond. The overall network density was 0.164 indicating that 16.4% of all the possible connections that could be made are being made in this network. The average number of organizations respondents were connected to was 12.105.
Four distinct communities were identified within the UM Black Community. The final open-ended question revealed three major themes: representation, support, and connection. Based on the results, on April 17, 2017, EPSA and DEI students facilitated a “Sense-Making Discussion” aimed to create a shared understanding of the data results. All 22 participating organizations were invited to analyze the data as a group with an overarching goal to foster new and old relationships across the UM campus centered on racial justice. 20 individuals attended the discussion. A lively discussion was generated. Phase Two, to be completed in fall 2017, will be based on recommendations gathered from this discussion and will seek to further cultivate collective action within the UM Black community.

---

**Muslim Women in Teaching**

*Tess Yanisch (PhD candidate) & Nicole Allen, PhD*

*New York University*

An exploratory interview study on Muslim women’s experiences in the context of teaching was conducted. We interviewed Muslim women about their backgrounds, motivations, and experiences as educators. Our research focus is on civic engagement—who contributes to their communities in what way, and how to foster such engagement among youth. We were interested in whether teachers see teaching itself as a form of civic engagement, and whether this career choice was related to any element of their own education experiences or family background. We added questions about whether teachers are trained to foster children’s civic engagement, whether they independently decide to do this, whether they think it are important, and (if so) how they do it. Islam emphasizes both education and giving back to the community; might narratives emerge that linked teaching, religion, and civic engagement? When the partnership with the French/Belgian study fell through, we decided that teachers’ identities could be also an exploratory focus by itself: few, if any, studies have looked at Muslim women without focusing on religion and gender roles.

We hope to continue to explore whether or how Muslim women connect with their identities in the context of teaching. More abstractly, we hope that our study can help dispel stereotypes about Muslim women whilst demonstrating that Muslim women have other facets of their lives that are deeply reflective and insightful. We interviewed nineteen women over a two-year period; we hoped to reach 25, but recruitment efforts in the fall of 2016 failed completely. We speculate that Donald Trump’s candidacy for President of the United States may have made people wary of responding to a study focusing Muslim communities. The nineteen women we spoke with described their experiences of prejudice and stereotypes, from their peers and their students; when describing the power and influence teachers can have, several implied they were especially cautious to tread lightly on the topic of religion.

Their observations on the delicate interplay between honestly answering a child’s question (“why are you wearing a scarf on your head?”), teaching students about diversity, being a role model, and the sensation of being under sharper scrutiny than non-Muslim teachers when navigating these situations have already been the topic of a presentation at this summer’s SCRA Biennial.

---

**Boy’s Totem Town Gardening Project**

*August John Hoffman, PhD*

*Metropolitan State University*

I was very fortunate to be awarded CERA’s Social Justice Mini-Grant to secure funding necessary to purchase materials for the development of a vegetable gardening project for a youth detention center, called Boy’s Totem Town (BTT), which is located in St. Paul, MN. The Boy’s Totem Town facility was originally established in 1908 to help youth, who had minor infractions with the law, as well as to help them learn new skills and trades that would help them find employment. Today, the BTT facility serves over 30 ethnically diverse youth and offers a wide range of educational programs and courses that are designed to help teach a variety of academic and career-oriented skills. The facility consists of dorm rooms, community room, an athletic field and kitchen. The vegetable garden spans approximately one-third of an acre and the boys residing at BTT have volunteered in all aspects to make the garden a success.

On day one of the program
(Saturday, May 6, 2017) the boys were divided into small groups or teams to prepare the area for planting. They first weeded, then roto tilled and cultivated the area into various plots to accommodate a wide range of vegetables. During the second week the boys volunteered to plant a variety of vegetables that they expressed an interested in growing, such as green leafy vegetables (i.e., Bok Choy and cabbage), squash, pumpkins, tomatoes, broccoli, peppers and corn. We are now currently in the harvesting phase where the vegetables will be prepared in the kitchen at BTT and in some cases the produce will be sold to the local community as a means of earning income for the youth. A short survey indicated that after participating in the gardening program the youths were more likely to eat healthier foods that were grown in the garden and they felt “better connected” with other youth while working in the garden. Finally, the boys indicated that they enjoyed working in the gardening program and indicated a desire to continue in the future.

Rural Interest Group
Edited by
Susana Helm, PhD,
University of Hawai`i at Mānoa, Rural.IG@scra27.org
Co-Editors
Cheryl Ramos, PhD
& Suzanne Phillips, PhD

The Rural IG column of The Community Psychologist highlights rural resources as well as the work of community psychologist, students, and colleagues in their rural environments. Please email Susana if you would like to submit a brief rural report or if you have resources we may list here.

In this issue, we highlight the work of Dr. Nate Mohatt, who also serves as the SCRA Indigenous Interest Group co-chair. In addition to his brief report on a community development approach for preventing suicide and promoting wellbeing with rural veterans, Nate has provided a list of potential resources for Colorado where he currently is based, other US states, and beyond.

Rural Resources
- The community readiness handbook is available online at: http://triethniccenter.colostate.edu/communityReadiness_home.htm
- Suicide media reporting guidelines are critical to supporting safe reporting and community discussions of suicide: http://reportingonsuicide.org/
- Make the Connection is a campaign to reduce stigma toward mental illness among veterans:https://maketheconnection.net/
- The Suicide Prevention Toolkit for Rural Primary Care Practices was developed with input from rural PCP to support effective and efficient suicide prevention in primary care. Over 80% of individuals who die by suicide have seen their primary care physician in the prior month. Rural PCPs report having less knowledge, resources, and confidence to deal with suicide. http://www.wiche.edu/pub/12453
- The Rocky Mountain MIRECC for Suicide Prevention provides a wide variety of suicide prevention educational tools (from crisis line products, to DVDs, brochures, videos, and podcasts) available free to the public on their website:https://www.mirecc.va.gov/visn19/education/

Brief Report
Stigma as a Barrier to Community Readiness for Suicide Prevention among Rural Veterans
Nathaniel Vincent Mohatt, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus
Research Psychologist, U.S. Veterans Administration Rocky Mountain Mental Illness Research, Education, and Clinical Center Lecturer, Division of Prevention and Community Research, Department of Psychiatry, Yale School of Medicine
Introduction

Suicide is a major public health problem that disproportionately impacts rural communities. Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States, with over 41,000 Americans dying by suicide each year and with rising suicide rates nationally (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015). Suicide rates in rural areas have been consistently higher than they are in urban areas (Hirsch, 2006). Veterans are one group with elevated suicide rates (Office of Suicide Prevention, 2016) for whom rurality may serve as a compounding factor elevating suicide risk. Veterans living in rural areas are at 20% greater risk of dying by suicide than veterans who live in urban areas (McCarthy et al., 2012). The challenging nature of reducing veteran suicide rates requires collaboration and partnerships both within the VA, as well as with other federal agencies, state and local governments, organizations, families, and individuals within the communities (Bagalman, 2016).

Community psychology offers a variety of tools that can be helpful to supporting partnerships to address the challenges of veteran suicide prevention in rural communities. Over the last four years our research team from the VA’s Rocky Mountain Mental Illness Research, Education, and Clinical Center and the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education has been collaborating with a rural community in Colorado to develop a comprehensive and community-partnered strategy for rural veteran suicide prevention.

Our work seeks to align multi-level prevention practices with a community development as suicide prevention approach. Through coalition development and participatory action, we are supporting local leaders in preparing to implement a complex and multi-level initiative including increasing access to crisis services, enhancing primary care suicide prevention, training community gatekeepers, and raising awareness of the issue and reducing mental illness stigma.

To support the development of a coalition of community partners we began our work conducting a community readiness assessment (Stanley, Kelly, & Edwards, 2014). The community readiness model is a method for assessing a community across five dimensions and nine stages of change (see handbook, page 6: http://triethniccenter.colostate.edu/communityReadiness_home.htm). The nine stages are based on the trans-theoretical model of behavioral change. The community readiness model recommends strategies for effective change based on level of readiness. Although the majority of published studies evaluating community readiness look at an intervention’s ability to change community readiness (Kostadinov, Daniel, Stanley, Gancia, & Cargo, 2015), some studies have linked changes in community readiness to intervention outcomes (Jason, Pokorny, Kunz, & Adams, 2004; Millar et al., 2013; Allen, Mohatt, Fok, Henry, & Team, 2009).

In this brief report, I describe the community readiness assessment that we conducted with one rural community and preliminary results from analysis of the interview transcripts. The objective of this study was to identify planning needs and objectives for a comprehensive suicide prevention initiative for rural veterans, as well as to identify barriers to program implementation.

Methods

We conducted a community readiness assessment following the guidelines outlined in the community readiness handbook (Stanley et al., 2014). Through discussion with local partners, we defined the community to include six isolated and rural counties in Colorado, and identified the issue as suicide prevention for veterans and their families. We then modified the interview template to reflect the defined community and issue. The Colorado Multiple Institution Review Board and the Denver VA Medical Center’s Research and Development committee reviewed and approved this study for adherence to standards of research ethics.

We conducted 13 community readiness interviews with key informants. The research team initially identified sectors of the community representing critical perspectives for the implementation of suicide prevention and delivery of services to veterans. Our community partners then identified individuals from these sectors and recommended additional key informants. Participants included representatives from health and behavioral health care provider agencies, county public health offices, media, the business community, the faith community, emergency response, law enforcement, the judicial system,
political leadership, and veteran service organizations.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Participants provided verbal consent prior to the interview. Following the guidelines from the community readiness handbook, each interview was scored independently by two reviewers who subsequently met to arrive at a consensus score for each interview. Interview scores were then aggregated to arrive at an overall community readiness score and domain specific scores.

Results

The overall level of community readiness for veteran suicide prevention was stage two, resistance or denial. Similarly, the domains of knowledge of community efforts, knowledge of the issue, leadership, and community climate were at the denial/resistance level of readiness. The domain of community resources was at a vague awareness (stage 3) level of readiness.

The stage two level of readiness is characterized by little recognition that the problem exists locally. Study participants frequently expressed awareness that Veteran suicide is a problem nationally, but that there is no acknowledgement that it is an issue that impacts their community. One participant summed this up as, “It’s not that people don’t care, but at least from my perspective, it’s not anything I hear about. I am not very aware it is an issue in our community.” Another participant said, “In these small rural communities, unless you know the family or you have lived [here] a long time... no one else knows.

and word is not out that this is a problem that needs to be fixed.” A third, “I do try to keep up with what is going on. I pay attention, I read the paper, I talk to people. So if I’m any indication, then I would say people are not very knowledgeable.”

In addition to the domains, we identified stigma as a theme that emerged through the interview scoring process and significantly impacted the scoring. Multiple participants expressed a strong cultural stigma towards suicide in their community. This issue was summed up well by one participant who said, “You know, it’s the ‘S’ word. And people are afraid. If I say ‘suicide,’ someone’s going to kill themselves, you know? Of if we talk about it, it’s going to bring that to people’s minds, and if we just leave it alone, they won’t think about it.”

Discussion

During our scoring process, the issue of stigma carried an inordinate amount of weight. The community readiness scoring procedure involves a consensus meeting where raters discuss the scores they arrived at and negotiate a final consensus score for the interview. Frequently one member of the scoring team would identify moments in the interview pointing towards vague awareness, pre-planning, or even planning stages of readiness. However, these possible higher scores were invariably reduced during the consensus meetings in the face of the statements regarding stigma. For example, in one breath an interviewee would state that the community is incredibly supportive of veterans and the climate is excellent for suicide prevention, but then later state that people will not discuss suicide due to the stigma. As a team we agreed that the statements regarding stigma limited our ability to score many of the interviews above a denial/resistance level at the very best.

The stigma towards mental illness is well established in the research literature as a barrier to help seeking (Corrigan, 2004), and internalized stigma is known to negatively impact mental health treatment outcomes (Livingston & Boyd, 2010). Similarly, the literature on rural suicide rates suggests that high levels of stigma may serve to limit help seeking and thereby indirectly lead to increased suicide rates (Hirsch, 2006). Our findings, however, suggest that public stigma toward suicide may impact communities on another level—that is, the public stigma may have a macro-level community effect in the form of a barrier to community readiness. By negatively impacting overall community readiness and domain specific readiness (e.g., knowledge of efforts, knowledge of the issue, leadership, climate, and resources), the public stigma towards suicide may have a negative impact on community systems critical to developing and implementing suicide prevention strategies. Combining this finding with the general guidelines from the Community Readiness model, we believe that, in this one rural community at least, addressing the stigma and teaching the community how to talk safely about suicide is a critical first step necessary to increase readiness and move toward implementation of other suicide prevention strategies.
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Self-Help Interest Group
*The self-help interest group is a place where people with shared interests in self-help and mutual aid can connect and collaborate.*

**Teheen Noorani,** *selfhelp.ig@scra27.org*

Self-Help and Mutual Aid: Greetings from the New Chair and Looking Ahead
As the incoming Chair of the Self-Help interest group, I wanted to write to introduce myself, update those who could not make it to the 2017 Ottawa Biennial lunchtime interest group meeting, and offer some reflections intended to stimulate discussion over the coming term. Alicia Lucksted and Greg Townley have served as co-Chairs of the interest group for the past 4 years, and on behalf of the group I want to thank them for their leadership and the smooth running of the group. Under their stewardship the group ran quarterly phone meetings and a regular column in this periodical, which I plan to keep going.

A bit about me: I have interdisciplinary training in the humanities and social sciences, with a PhD in Law and Society from the University of Bristol in the UK where I conducted research with two mental health self-help/mutual aid groups: the Hearing Voices Network and Bipolar UK. From 2013-2015 I was a postdoctoral fellow at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore, leading a qualitative investigation into a novel psychedelics-assisted psychotherapy for addiction cessation. From 2015-2017, I taught in Science and Technology Studies at New York University, on psychoactive drugs, medical attention and the pharmaceutical industry, the politics of knowledge and the changing authority of
experience.

This summer I left New York when my partner got a job in London, and for the present time I will be chairing this interest group from the UK, taking the opportunity of location to build up trans-Atlantic links and look out for funding streams that promote international and interdisciplinary initiatives.

As I emigrated to the UK, the SCRA biennial took place in Ottawa. The interest group meeting was reportedly a great success, with as many new attendees as familiar faces and enthusiasm for extending and deepening our activities. The discussions raised important and timely issues covering the focus and scope of the interest group, the mission statement and obstacles to funding, which have inspired some reflections on my part. In the rest of this column I will highlight key issues that were raised, together with some of my own reflections, in the hope that they may contribute to ongoing dialogues in our group and the wider Division.

Firstly, attendees discussed the difference between self-help and mutual support. I find this to be an illuminating though tricky distinction. The difference could be defined, for instance, through a group’s activities, its functions, or the kind of community or sociality a group brings into being. Contrasting the act of helping oneself with that of helping another is useful, but this is not a neat distinction in practice. The phrase, ‘you alone can do it, but you can’t do it alone’, often attributed to the American psychologist Orval Hobart Mowrer (1907-1982), instructive in this regard self-help and mutual aid as neither solely helping oneself nor helping another, but both at the same time. How can we conceptualize, study and value this particular form of interdependence? Reissman (1965) coined the phenomenon by which helpers themselves are helped by helping as the ‘helper’ therapy principle.

Two years ago in this column, Thomasina Borkman drew upon two definitions of mutual help groups in sharing her impressions of clubs of treated alcoholics in post-socialist Croatia. Firstly, Gidron and Chesler (1994: 3) defined it as “the recruitment and mobilization of peers in an informal and non-hierarchical setting, and the sharing of their common experiences”. Secondly, Borkman cited Keith Humphreys’ (2004: 14) seven criteria: “members share a problem or status, self-directed leadership, experiential knowledge, reciprocal helping, lack of fees, voluntary association, and include some personal change goals”.

A central question this raises for me is what happens when profound personal change and transformational or structural change are inseparable? To draw on the feminist slogan, what if the personal is political? We could then count consciousness-raising group as self-help groups. They are certainly bounded by a shared set of experiences and problems, engaged in collective meaning-making and strategizing, with the aim of transforming both their lives and their environments. An important task would be to trace ‘frame-widening’ moments, when different mutual aid groups recognize the systemic or ecological commonalities that produced their respective problems.

Also of interest are participatory action research (PAR) groups, such as anti-gentrification housing activist groups, or people who share negative experiences of local policing who are looking to further understand and challenge systemic racism, benefitting from the insights of their particular standpoint (Harding, 1986). And what about collectives that do not see themselves as groups at all - might we want to document the self-help and mutual support of those who gather voluntarily at a youth center, or in a hairdresser, or in a store, or on a street corner? When do these modes of sociality become similar enough to traditionally-conceived self-help groups to fall within our remit? Or does the traditional ‘sharing-circle’ (Humphreys, 2004) form of self-help make it qualitatively different than all these other spaces and practices?

The Ottawa meeting also discussed how the term self-help doesn’t fully convey the importance of the peer role. This seems very important to me. What do these different terms evoke, what do they exclude, and how are they being deployed strategically? The term ‘help’ has been mobilized in discourses of empowerment that gloss the complex intertwinements of care and violence. Of course, not everyone needs to be helped, and not all those who need help are capable of asking for it. Adding ‘self-’ to the term does not necessarily make things easier, unless one believes in the very sovereign liberal subject that relational approaches and the prism of ‘interdependence’ troubles in the first place. The turn
to peers, including perhaps the sponsors of the 12 Steps groups, allows us to think differently, about what it might mean to know more or know better, to see self-help and mutual aid groups not just as building community but generating structures of knowledge and wisdom too.

Others at the Ottawa meeting noted that self-help support groups are distinct from peer support specialists. I think of the former as evoking bounded, protected spaces with ground rules that ensure non-hierarchical practices, while peer support specialists are modeled upon professional service provision. How are they different? What happens when attendance of self-help support groups is made compulsory, as if to incorporate them into a service provider structure as specialists receiving referrals? And what challenges and opportunities do peers working within wider systems of service provision encounter?

The Ottawa meeting also acknowledged that groups don’t have to be entirely professional or entirely mutual assistance, but that there is middle ground - for instance, when peers are employed by a mental health center. There are already so many practices that populate the middle ground, perhaps due to practicality, funding or administrative stipulations. How does this change the nature of the care provided? As researchers we can easily dismiss ‘non-pure’ practices as having sold out, when this may be more a function of the inability of academic modes of analysis to get a grip on what is happening via naturalistic study (see Kennedy et al., 1993) than it is a failure of the practices to stand up to the demands of ‘ideal types’.

Some individuals noted the value of also focusing on youth peer paraprofessionals - the youth occupying a special category in relation to questions of temporality. What are the different issues that face youth peer paraprofessionals? What are other social categories that get excluded from self-help research and literature, and how might that affect how we understand the capacities of experience? In feminism when women of color and poor women began mobilizing instead of white middle class feminism, the language of choice shifted to a language of reproductive justice. What other ways can we shift our gaze from the individual to the collective and the bureaucratic to the political?

Experiential knowledge was identified as a crucial focus of the group. This may lead us to wonder what happens if we choose to foreground experiential knowledge. Is experiential knowledge inherently a good thing? Following the accumulation of experiential knowledge means following problems as they gather people, resources and practices together. While so often liberating, what happens when experiential knowledge reinscribes dominant knowledge’s, in form if not in content? The centering of such knowledge is perhaps less about the resolution of problems than their capacity to produce new communities and new psyches.

Broadening our lens, self-help work is particularly important in the contemporary context due to the lack of statutory investment in helping people sustain themselves. The Ottawa meeting noted that self-sufficiency is, in some ways, more important now than ever. Several people suggested that our mission statement expand to embrace activism and/or advocacy. We face a difficult time with a populist call to “deconstruct the administrative state”, and new challenges to a welfare consensus that has persisted for seventy years, including increasingly explicit assaults on social security. And yet, across the US and elsewhere, the response to recent events has been not just to contest these encroachments on the role and scope of the public, but to build new communities of care. This is happening at a time when we have access to peer-to-peer technologies and digital platforms that both presuppose, and offer novel opportunities for sharing, skills and knowledge in the building of new commons. And self-help and mutual support groups can be understood as exemplary commons.

Finally, and despite the relevance of self-help, mutual aid, peer support and the potentialities of experiential knowledge, it was noted in Ottawa that it remains difficult to obtain funding for self-help research. Two exceptions are the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute and selected National Institute of Mental Health grant programs, which offer research monies that could be used for self-help and peer specialist research. What then are the challenges in communicating the importance and relevance of self-help and mutual aid research to funders? Is it inherently hard to study self-help using social scientific tools - and if so, why?

Any of these could be fantastic topics for a submission to TCP’s self-help column!
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Special Feature
Community Psychology and the Resist Movement:
Do Community Psychologists Have A Moral Obligation to Resist?
Christopher Corbett, MA
Community Psychology is a longstanding member of the Practice Council, Public Policy Committee and more recently, the Investment Committee. He can be reached at: chris_corbett1994@hotmail.com.

Introduction
Every day we read in the press, or fake press, about political chaos that seems to apply cross-nationally. It is, no doubt, that the United States (US) is responsible for more than its fair share, particularly given the surprising election of President Donald Trump.

For those of us with the luxury, or burden, of US citizenship therein lays a particular dilemma. On the one hand we, as citizens, have a responsibility to support our elected leaders abiding by the process and outcomes of our democratic processes. Yet on the other hand, there is a responsibility, or burden, to speak out when we as citizens find our elected leaders are wrong or mistaken in the decisions that they make. As citizens of the US, we have an obligation to participate in our democracy, mindful of the best interests of our country, as well as our families.

As community psychologists (CPs) such matters seem quite different and complex. I was trained that our responsibilities are much broader. My introduction to CP, taught me CPs are concerned with the health and well being of all community members (Heller et al. 1984, p.4). There is a far broader moral responsibility than as a US citizen. CP is a cross-national field where CPs are duty bound to consider beyond nation based self-interests in our actions and interventions-- that is to consider the implications of our actions on all community members. CPs appear duty bound to be fully cognizant of what constitutes the broader public interest or public welfare and to be willing to speak up, or out, and act accordingly, including by criticizing or disagreeing with our elected leaders. This requires the capacity to object, oppose and/or resist.

Community Psychologists and the Obligation to Resist
This responsibility seems to fall heavily on CPs. Not only are we concerned about all members of the community, we appear duty bound considering the recent movement to identify, and self-impose, core competencies, including Core Competencies #5 and #7 (Dalton & Wolfe 2012). Under Core Competency #5: Ethical, Reflective Practice, CPs are subject to a process of continued ethical improvement including the ability to identify ethical issues in one’s own practice, and act to address them responsibly (p. 11). While we each have different areas of practice, in those areas of expertise comes an obligation to identify where ethical conflicts or dilemmas arise and ways to address them. Regarding Core Competency #7, Prevention and Health Promotion, CPs must have the ability to adopt a prevention perspective and implement
prevention and health promoting community interventions (p. 11). While these are just two of the Core Competencies, they illustrate how CPs must be able to identify ethical dilemmas and act on them consistent with CP values and considering the implications of interventions and public policies on the health of communities. Where CPs perceive harm to the public health, particularly when it applies cross-nationally, there appears an obligation to expose, oppose or resist destructive public policies and practices consistent with CP values and competencies.

One Illustration: President Trump’s Withdrawal from the Paris Agreement

One area where CPs and their research organizations appear to have a burden to oppose or resist is President Trump’s withdrawal from the Paris Agreement on June 1, 2017 as reported by Viscidi (2017). This brings the US in accord with Syria and Nicaragua as opponents of the Paris Agreement (Rucker & Johnson 2017, June 1). The crisis of the earth’s warming due to human activity is well documented and by some 18 scientific institutions (NASA 2017, p. 2-9). The world wide consensus evident by the Paris Agreement to prevent and mitigate climate change (UN Secretary General 2016, October 5), along with the US withdrawal, is particularly ironic given the US leads the world in carbon emissions (Kortenhorst 2017). The US withdrawal both undermines and jeopardizes the Paris Agreement and presents grave risks to the public health —it is clearly contrary to the public interest and harms the public welfare.

President Trump’s Basis for Withdrawal

On June 1, 2017, President Trump explained the basis for the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement on Climate Change as follows: “I was elected to represent the citizens of Pittsburgh, not Paris” (Watkins 2017, June 2). As President of the US, this could be an arguable position as withdrawal could save the US billions of dollars that were committed to fight climate change. As reported by Viscidi, the Trump administration is eliminating climate change funding, dropping payments to the United Nations climate change programs and will no longer make its pledged payments to the Green Climate Fund (2017, June 23, p. 3).

Should CPs Resist?

CPs are concerned with the health and well being of all community members (Heller et al. 1984). CPs and all concerned about climate change world-wide seem to have no alternative but to oppose and resist withdrawal—acting to implement the Paris Agreement. (Note 1)

What Strategy is Most Likely to be Effective?

Given likely futility of spurring President Trump to change his mind, the best use of resources is to proceed to intervene and devise interventions that implement the Paris Agreement. While there are many challenges, overcoming them is very feasible given the values and skills of CPs (Corbett 2017). Many roles have been identified for bachelor, master and doctoral level CPs to intervene at the grassroots level to influence local policies, empower and educate citizens, while promoting prevention, and citizen participation in renewable energy to reduce carbon emissions. For a list of specific roles, policy interventions, draft local renewable energy policy along with letter to the editor and Op-Ed examples, see Corbett (2017; Note 2).

Conclusion

Given the values and core competencies of the field, CPs bears a heavy moral burden. This involves an obligation to consider the broader public interest and public welfare, moving beyond self and parochial interests, as well as considering the implications of our interventions— and the implications, and culpability, for inaction.

As argued here, as CPs there is an obligation to oppose, speak out, or up and resist, at times, and also considering your particular area of practice. While this provides one illustration, pertaining to global climate change, clearly we all have our own areas of practice where our unique insights and values as CPs help us identify areas of moral obligation, and opportunity. That is, where applying our own unique values and competencies can truly make a difference by actually devising interventions that truly advance the public welfare. I have identified preventing climate change as an action area for myself (Corbett 2017). Are there areas within your practice, where you see the need, or obligation, to Resist Trump?

Note 1: The use of “resist” here should not be misconstrued as condoning violence or violation of law. Well designed community interventions are non-violent and do not violate laws that are created to protect the public welfare which CPs are
Note 2: The Workshop Public Policy 601: Climate change and grassroots advocacy was presented at SCRA’s June 2017 Conference held in Ottawa, Canada (Corbett 2017). It provides a practical guide and identifies fourteen roles for CPs and citizens concerned about climate change to implement the Paris Agreement using various specific grassroots intervention strategies, applied at region/state and local levels including towns, cities and villages.
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News & Updates
GETTING TO OUTCOMES Recognized by SAMHSA
Pamela S. Imm, Ph.D.
Pamimm@windstream.net

Almost 20 years ago at the University of South Carolina, Dr. Abe Wandersman and two graduate students, Matt Chinman and Pam Imm responded to a request from the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention to develop a manual that would facilitate community planning, implementation, and evaluation in communities funded to reduce alcohol and drug use. The first manual, Getting To Outcomes: Methods and Tools for Self Assessment and Accountability was launched for those communities receiving funds for the Drug Free Communities and Support Program. The GTO model (GTO®) is based on a series of 10 accountability questions which includes key elements of planning, implementation, and evaluation. Over the years, the authors have partnered with a variety of state agencies, local organizations and foundations to customize GTO for different content areas (e.g., underage drinking, youth development, home visiting programs, pregnancy prevention).

GTO is an operation of empowerment evaluation theory (Fetterman and Wandersman, 2005), which states that positive results are more likely when program implementers receive the opportunity and support to plan, implement, and evaluate their own programs. Getting To Outcomes (GTO) was developed to address the gap between prevention research and practice
by building capacity (self-efficacy, attitudes, and behaviors) at the individual and program levels for effective prevention practices (e.g., choosing evidence-based practices; and planning, implementing, evaluating, and sustaining those practices).

Over the years Drs. Wandersman, Chinman, and Imm have developed and conducted face-to-face training, onsite technical assistance modules, and various implementation support tools designed to improve the quality of programs. The GTO team in collaboration with partners have received research funding to test the effectiveness of GTO as a model to achieve positive results. The GTO system and related research are available free of charge at the RAND website, https://www.rand.org/health/projects/getting-to-outcomes.html

Most recently, SAMHSA has identified GTO as a best practice implementation framework and features it on their Learning Center at the following link https://nrepp-learning.samhsa.gov/how-implement
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